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Editorial….
• My daughter is coming home after a gap of twenty months
or so. I’m on board in Shatabdi to receive her at the IG Airport.
Twenty long months since she had left for the U.S.—when at
this moment I look back—the time gone by has black-holed
itself into a speck…into a dot. How strange that the would-be
time is the long shaft of an arrow clearly and in toto seen but the
same arrow, when shot, is bereft of its tail and only the frontal tip
–just a pin-dot—is all we see.
• ‘We look before and after and pine for what is not…’ said
Shelley, and rightly so. But then, when the ‘not’ is garbed in a
‘yes’—and that, too, a beautiful one—then a Goddess or even an
all-knowing God is duped. And runs after a Golden Deer.
• If Evil is more beautiful than Good, the Devil more
charming than God, and man most ignorant of them all, then so
and such let it be. And let the creative writers be after beauty and
after creating beauty—their respective Frankensteins!
2016

• Is not all creation but a Frankenstein? Who devours whom?
The world? The God? The Creation? The Creator?
• There is all around a consuming force at work—in
Creation, in Creator, too.
• Then, what is eternal—the time consumed or the time-tobe? The shaft or the tip?
•

I’m on board.

• A little girl in red jacket tiptoes the narrow passage between
the rows of seats in the compartment.
•

My young fairy! Have you landed?
—•—
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GRETTI IZAK
(Israel)
The Things That Never Change
This is giving thanks for the constants of nature,
for the things that never change like the blue
that quenches thirst, blue as the waters of the sea
and paths of moonlight on grass,
the octave of daffodils on Delft china;
the wonder in the child’s eyes
who watches the sea as it applies
cerulean, cobalt and royal blues on memory,
awakening the dark stream of my life’s lost velocity
when for a minute I know blindness
and let go of everything wanting to draw inward
the wings of the sea whose mercy is constant,
kinder than Lazarus’ lips of death,
way up as the angelic blue of sunrise
when one can't tell blue from gold.
•
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Tiptoeing on a Wire
It is a perilous time
this new millennium,
it demands an accounting.
It seems we don't love
larger truths in this world
like brotherhood and tolerance
but only showy performances,
a voyeuristic society chasing sensations,
celebrating what is tainted by conceit and
ego trips.
Let us see ourselves tiptoeing on a wire
high in the air in need to watch our steps,
life recognized as tenuous and precious,
the awareness of God keeping us steady,
for if we fall down because of carelessness,
though merciful He may not forgive us
for not being more careful.
•

The Circle
He stands in the centre
of the circle
tries to plug tentacles
that connect the realm above nature
to this unhappy world in need
to transcend physicality.
The circumference
of the circle stretches
many times over,
bathed in all the colors
of the spectrum.
The barrage of conflicts,
past disappointments accumulate;
ghosts invoked from previous
lives, his yearnings a long time
forgotten, claim their place in the circle.
Inside the pregnant silence
everything unspoken waits
the chance to express itself,
insists it is important to be
acknowledged.
Synapses pop and flare,
he is pressured all the time
and tries to keep his circle steady
as the rich undercurrent of life
sways it. He knows he will be
judged by what he absorbs
from all that whirls around him,
what he will choose to make his life
impart God’s truth and beauty.
•••
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RUNA SRIVASTAVA
(Kolkata, India)
Eventide
I skim I float I drift away
In this world of silver gold
Is this magic or am I oneiric .
This rapidly changing scene
Leaving me non plussed
So I let myself wander aimlessly
In this cabbalistic environment
When in a wink tenebrosity descends
Obliterating all that I was seeing
Unfolding a scene so different
With a message apparent
It's time to rest and recoup
As we wake to a brand new day.

Autumn's not all splendour
Bare trees no longer have the will to live
Rust and grey is all I see
The river listlessly flows, no babble
No little creature trying to reach the sky
And falling back with a resounding splash.
Though it looks like a painters paradise
But the pallor of gloom silently spreads
And the veil of mist spreads over the scene
Birds have fallen silent to the approaching tenebrosity
Leave their perch soundlessly , culling curiosity .
But the germ of life inside survives
When spring returns, life revives
•••

•
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ETNAIRIS RIBERA
(Puerto Rico)

CHIP DAMERON
(USA)

From your body to the sea

At the Sculpting Workshop

From your body to the sea, there’s only a kiss
that remains in the distance like a wave,
from your moon-braided hair
to the night of the water.
Slender and bright what your body hides, a shelter
and appeaser light, abode of fire and stunt,
the peak of every season,
the bridges not crossed and the roads that await,
a golden coast or an undecipherable desert,
your heavenly body smelling of earth after the rain,
the ritual flight of the day
when I place the world in my mouth.
•••

The highly decorated general who ordered
this sarcophagus gave us these precise
specifications: a vaulted lid with lions’ heads,
intricate borders above and below the relief,
and armed combat around all four sides,
the Roman soldiers thrusting their shields,
the swarming Amazons no match, despite
their battle axes and spears, their horses
reduced to harmless ponies, for Roman
superiority. Dead women litter the ground.
As six of us continue our year’s work,
chipping away stone to tell this story,
some whisper that Romans only battled
Amazons in their dreams, and if they’d
ever met such ardent warriors afield
they would have fled for their lives.
Me, I keep my focus on the string
of diamonds along the base, spinning
the fine marble thread that joins them,
and once on each side I let the chisel
sever the thread, small victories
for the fierce Amazons sacrificed
to another imaginary triumph.
(Based on Roman sarcophagus depicting
a battle between soldiers and Amazons)
•
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Elephant Ears
Proverbs are the
palm-oil with which
words are eaten.
– Chinua Achebe

Unburned Lines from My Burnt Library
(To Makanna, who lit the match)
Before the induction
By inferno unbidden
Into the Dead Poets Society
I cream lines of immortality
Off the gilded tradition of Eliot:
“In the room the girls come and go
Talking of Michelangelo.”

I stand here before
you, as steady as
the golden elephant
atop this golden
staff, ears spiraling
down its length,
carved to hear your
voices now, as well
as when you whisper
inside your homes,
enfolded in darkness.
It is our chief ’s
blessing to bear this
burden, words buzzing day and night like
bees hived in cashew
trees, harvesting the
honeyed syllables
and eating them to
take on their hopes
and fears and then
fashion the tribe’s
response, the truth
that you must hear,
that I tell you as
his most humble
of vessels.

The poet sprints out
This short life
As lines map marathon art
Unstoppable by the furies of fire
As etched on time by Frost:
“I have promises to keep
And miles to go before I sleep.”
I smoke up-draught
Divine fumes of masters
In lines of hallowed inhalation
Past the maze of the Second Coming
As ordained in the gyre of Yeats:
“The best lack all conviction while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity.”
In rhythm regnant
Superior to language
Flames light out beyond gulags
To meld the contours of the cosmos
With the magic means of Machado:
“And he was the devil of my dreams
The handsomest angel.”

(Based on Akan
linguist staff )
•••
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UZOR MAXIM UZOATU
(Nigeria)
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A lonesome prodigal
Homebound in cremation by books
I rise from the ashes of the shelf
Forging protean worlds into our way
From distances to the path of Okigbo’s thunder:
“From flesh into phantom on the horizontal stone
I was the sole witness to my homecoming…”
•••
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IMMANUEL SUTTNER
(Australia)
Its 7 O Clock and Here is the News
Its 7 O Clock and here is the news
paw paw trees prefer mildly acidic soil
your liver knows exactly what to do
a snail got away, one did not
the funeral will be held by ants
people got tangled up in thought again
weeds and clouds
escaped unnoticed
toenails grew quietly in the night
Samuel forgave himself
someone put a chocolate under your pillow
the note read: "there's food in the fridge,
hugs and kisses
love me"
photographs of faces
shortly after death revealed
its not so bad
Dr. Refah-Ail fixed
the hole in my heart
________________________

Erev Yom Kippur 5776
Sydney is different today
even though most of the people here
neither know nor care
that Yom Kippur is approaching
the roads are emptier
the streets are quieter
the buildings more thoughtful
and pensive
a solemn joy
wells up from the manholes
the notion that there could ever be
such a thing as a mistake is revealed as
hilariously absurd
an August breeze blows
swaying trees, rearranging plastic bags
sweeping off tired thoughts
so that I may begin again
_______________
erev – the afternoon before the sacred holiday begins
•

Refah-Ail – the healing of G-d (Hebrew)
•
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Emigration
It felt
like there was a war going on
I ducked my head low
to avoid the shouts, whistles
bombs and bullets
there was a bang and blinding flash
and then I could not see
I crawled on my belly
crawled and crawled
my eyes tightly shut
til I seemed to enter
some kind of tunnel
I crawled on further
til the explosions and shouting
were only a vague rumble in the distance
then I lay there in the quiet.
panting, not moving,
my fingers stroking the earth beneath them
so glad to be
safe
after what seemed like ages, when my breathing had
stilled, I raised my head, it bumped
against something.
I tried to move my foot but it
struck some sort of barrier
I tried the other leg something held it fast
I dared to open my eyes a little
gradually my sight returned
and I was able to glance around.
I was in a suburban house
in a Sydney suburb
with a mortgage extending
into the future
and stamped on my forehead
a sell by date
receding into the past.

SHEILA GOLBURGH JOHNSON
(USA)
The Way
The way a white-headed sparrow
lights on a tall stalk of weed, maybe
three feet high, and the way the weed
curves towards the ground from the weight
then sways upward again, causes
my breath to catch.
The bird! Who knows what it thinks
of this slow swaying of the weed –
or maybe it doesn’t think at all; simply
does not move, enjoying a free ride,
sensing that this is the way to mark
its territory from other birds.
Or perhaps I am wrong. Maybe
the bird indeed has a soul
and considers this swaying
practice for the final rise, a trip
he has earned by gladdening
those who watch the skies,
those who watch birds.
•••

•••
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HASIJE SELISHTA KRYEZIU
(Kosovo)
The Stolen Testimony
Give a little breath
to the desolate sake.
Let no face be seen
in the traces of the Bible.

An Anthem to the Sky
A wild fragrance
Flushing.
Something of a woman
Tearing.
The law of the silence
I squash the nightmare
to expell the demons
from my body
thrive to kill the devil
from coldness
even if I become mad
perversed.

Do build up the portrait
very dark
Dear God
Return back the breath,
the fusty bone,
the stolen testimony
to Saint Mary.

The feeling came around
to entertain.
It sang
December morning
the cold Anthem
of the sky.

Departure was full of
Longing,
full of death.
God,
God.
I'm cold
in the eyes of the sky.

I announce without pain
the poorness of degradation
fatigued
by disilusion.
I approach
the pile in the sky
to stay loyal
my corp of ashes.

The Icon in the tombs
Ressurrect,
dies out,
entreat
for the sake of cut hair

•••

Safeguard river Lete
soul in an envelope,
longing for life
Saint. Mary.
•
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GUSTAVO VEGA
(Spain)
Bless the Cursive
Already bleeding
The sun gets up
In the morning
----Where some winds
Catch up to other winds
A fish pierced the moon.
-----

A sudden
Bird slashed the sky
Towards the infinite
----A shout
Broke the crystal
Of the moment
----Shoreless dream
The fish’s tear
Is immense.
•

The black trunk
Of a burnt tree. Sculpture
Of absences.
----A blue melody
Draws us to the hills
Of the horizons
----Silently
A flower pushes up
Through the dung.
----The lion dreams
Silk butterflies.
Peaceful evening.
----The snow looks at the moon.
The moon looks at the snow.
White dialogue.
-----
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RICHARD SHAVEI-TZION
(Israel)

ARNAPURNA RATH
(India)

SONG OF SONGS OF THE DRY BONES

Krishna

By heritage, we stand at the edge of a precipice
Soon to ascend on the wings of spring’s bracing breeze
To hover high above the greenest glade,
Leisurely contemplating the mighty king’s verdant garden
Brimming with vine and myrrh and hollow or holy desire
Dripping olives and the reddest wine overflowing,
Tranquility’s fountain, well of senses’ passion
Youth’s dizzying consummation, waiting the graceful fall
Or soon to trip and tumble like the Impis
Into the desolate jigsaw of holocaust bones
Carelessly cast to the driest wind,
Howling breath blown by the ghost of humanity
Covering barren dunes of scorched earth
Vast beyond the imagination of our eyes
The deranged prophet’s tortured dream
Of the end of fury's day, promise of a quivering birth
Agonizing remembrance, joyous praises
For the consummation of vowed redemption
Days of Eden, nights when the shadows flee
So we greet son of man, daughter of beauty
The humid, full-bodied end of desire
The unquenched hope of ancient, brittle bone
Looking from one to the other in dilemma,
For direction to God’s peace
•
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Krishna, your colour is the colour of death.
Under the canopy of rain-laden,
late monsoon skies,
I watch your silhouette
beside the melting gold of the early dusk.
A lyrical blackness
by the Deeya at the foot of the old banyan tree,
carelessly lit by some dust-laden ancient passerby,
who, like me
must have passed through these lanes of soul songs
and who must have thought as I do,
that,
Krishna your colour is the colour of death.
As you stand beside the shadows of the early dusk
Head bent,
drowned by the weight of memories
of a creation that you created
and of a creation that created you.
Until,
it trapped you under its soot-laden,
dust-thickened skies.
Until,
it crushed your marigold body
under the charcoaled air,
stifling the camphor of your breath,
reminding you, that,
Krishna your colour is the colour of death.
As the giant wheel
of the father of the cosmos
moves cog after cog,
while You and I
struggle to live, to breathe, to be black
and meander through the song of the soot.
They and I sing your praises,
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ANTHONY FISHER
(France)
Shut you behind old temple doors,
colour you blue and
colour you saffron,
Search for you in the incense-heavy air.
Banish you,
to bring you back
from the world of the uncertain.
For,
Krishna your colour is the colour of death.
As the little ones look for you
in the plastic champaks
of polyethene littered alleys
or in the dreams of animated greens,
where an animated you
plays hide and seek with an animated Radha
within an inanimate black screen.
Krishna, just for once,
did you ever wonder,
that your colour is the colour of death?
•

From the Junior Embalmer
You will read this in five thousand years
when you unwind the fine linen strips
and find the papyrus I will secrete
with gold and gems as I bind him.
He thought himself important; a god,
to be washed with palm wine
then brought, by them, to this tent.
Now I live with his stench;
so corrosive it blackens silver.
It’s me that reaches through his side
sliced with a black obsidian knife
by the priest who graced us just for this.
It’s me, who draws out his stomach,
lungs, liver, intestines places them
with spices and magic into stone jars
carved with heads of the four sons of Horus.
For fifteen days I’ve suffered this doleful air.
He is now packed and covered with natron,
natron that burns, sears my eyes.
Forty days I will sit and watch as he drips
from the slanted table and in black ink
I will write to you as the stink fades.
For fifteen days I will bind his toes,
his fingers; plug his ears and nose with wax,
wrap him with linen and resin,

30
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VIDA NENADIC
(UK)
hiding treasure and this letter in its folds.
With my artistry concealed, he’ll go into
the sarcophagus, the tomb, and wait.
He thinks he’ll be hidden for ever.
Thinks his flesh, dried with natron,
fragrant with resins, will last
but you’ll find him, examine his entrails,
unwrap him, discover the gold, my letter.
His soul may have been weighed,
he may be again alive somewhere;
that is his affair not mine.
I want you to know how it was,
I want you to know what I’ve done.
In this way I will live for ever.

32

I AM GONE
Because I do not like to stand
in front of the door without a key,
because I have no son named after you,
because I often fall asleep in the arms of pillow
and because I am sick of this life.
Because what really matters to me are freedom and water
only,
because I am not afraid to continue searching for a meaning,
nor to admit that in this time of storm
for me the only purpose
is writing poetry.
So long and often, even till down,
I am looking trough the windows
until I am gone
to my unwritten poem.

•••

•
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RUTH FOGELMAN
(Israel)
Beyond the Four Winds
Beyond the four winds, in a palace of pearl
on a mountain of gold,
a lost princess sits and cries
because no-one comes to rescue her,
no-one comes to hear her song.
Her song travels beyond deserts, jungles and seas
and no-one knows its source
yet all borrow phrases from her song
and all drink from the stream of her tears
and know not why they are sad.
•

She Dipped Her Quill
She dipped her quill in twilight and wrote of acrobats
who circle, circle with outstretched arms like white birds’ wings
flying, gliding in the moonless, music-laden night.
She dipped her quill in music and wrote of colored lights dancing
with a quivering violin’s shadow against the ancient stones
and low Crusader arches embedded in the City’s walls.
She dipped her quill in night and wrote of flashing sparks of light,
of hooting owls, of bats who sail from tree to tree
and of a rubble stage transformed to a carpet of burnished gold.
•
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In a Jerusalem Waiting Room
Can I write a poem in a waiting room?
There, in the corner, a shabby, bald man
with white-stubbled face,
head on chest, his eyes half-closed –
does he have a life? A wife?
Here, two women in hijabs
chatting in animated Arabic,
one young, slim, with eye-lined lids,
thick mascara-lashes,
and the older woman at her side –
heavy-breasted, double-chinned –
her mother?
Next to me, a well-dressed fellow
jabbers in Hebrew into his mobile phone,
“Look, I’m not at the office now…
call me back this afternoon...”
Is he a managing director?
Opposite me, a young man
with large, white kippa and long black peyot,
his nose in a Hebrew holy book,
and a young woman, amethyst earrings framing her neck,
wavy hair falling across her open top,
leans, touches his arm, talks to him in French –
his girl-friend? Wife?
But how can I write a poem in this waiting room?
•
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This World
This world is a morning poem –
stirs your senses as it wakes you up,
as sparrows flutter at your window
and cooing pigeons perch on your shutters.
This world is an afternoon poem –
never drifting or dozing,
mellow like good wine.
Well-chosen words create the poem,
like measured oils on a painter’s palette.
This world is an evening poem –
when in twilight’s magic
romance wings overhead,
alights on his shoulder, on hers,
and flutters on their breath
in the closing distance between them.
•••

ERIC GREINKE

(USA)
Rivers
As we turn our attention
toward the eternal magnet
at the center of the galaxy,
let us attempt to pause
where a pause is impossible,
to dance before the shaggy beast
that guards our illusions
in the prison of our dreams.
In the hard rain that beats away
at our poor, deteriorating roofs,
we search for cover
but instead find only diaries
of lost childhood
scattered across lighted pools
of fantasy, floating amid some
special toys, forgotten but not lost.
Yet the long days drift by, in currents
both dark & light, still all like
storm-lost branches out of reach,
while on the temporal shore
we see our unnatural enemies
as well as our intentional friends
passing on their journeys
to where even oceans must drain.
•
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(UK)

ROQAYAH CHAMSEDDINE
(Australia)

Winter Twilight In Central Park

Wanderers

ADELE C. GERAGHTY

Children rolled balls like comets,
bumping pebbled planets off their axis,
while beneath the weight
of cloistered clouds,
branches snapped,
draped in melting ermine.
Above the stoic shivering of statues,
the flame of bruised twilight
seeped across the horizon
like honey on good china,
bleeding through the cross-hatching
of barren trees, while the wind throbbed.
It skimmed the fractured ice of the lake,
whipping ghosts to a frenzy.
At the entrance, a small man
stoking roasted chestnuts in a kettle drum,
merged with the black stone of the walls.
The air tasted of ash.
•

I.
They tell me that to end our torment
we should forget your lovers call
of hopeless streets
alive and swimming in burning embers
of longing and revival.
They wish we would lay bare our hands
and force from our palms
the hurried prose
that we etched across our hearts
which tell the stories of a thousand ephemeral mornings
with the sun rising
defiantly to kiss your mountaintops.
But how can they demand that we
let slip from our memory
how distance has clipped our wings
and stolen every morsel from our stomachs
only to leave us stranded in the cage of longing
made to fill the fibers of our pillows
with the salt of the sea.
II.
So long as home is still a taste
that wraps itself around our tongues
we care not
that we will trek across the fires
until the land becomes that which clings
to our feet
and a heavy distance
between each breath.
There is no remedy for the end
so let the oil run dry
and let Atropos’ scissors
creep towards the thread of life
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MR. ZHU LIKUN
(China)
Poetic 2013
for we have already found eternity
bound wrestlessly
to your olive trees and cedars.
For even in our exile we gladly eat this bitter fruit
if it will end the stranger's lullaby
about the suitcase forever shackled to our ankles
if it will end their questions
of where we are from
like daggers to a lonely lover's heart
whose supplications find no answers.
III.
Paradise will forever be
the plucking of the oud
an intoxicating rapture
that draws my grandmother's chamomile tea
to my lips
and gently lays the perfume of belonging
around my neck
nestled beneath the noose of desolation.

Climbing to the height which a loquat tree takes ten years time to grow
I see yesterday’s sky
Extending across the thunderclap at sunset.
My peerlessly clumsy fingers
stubbornly
recreate the dark blue of the ocean
With the saltiness and bitterness of a tear.
As soon as half a cough softly passed
Spring, summer and autumn start to crawling on their bellies
In which an ostrich can
Sail a boat.
In the no-man village
On the no-man night
I have nothing
but
a ground of
Winter’s moonlight
•

Our lives are love letters
drawn in pomegranate seeds
and the heavy footsteps our fathers took
against marble floors
we make ablution with the tears of our mothers
whose bodies are maps
marking our way through tragedy.
The day will come when we'll burn the suitcases
and throw our passports into the sea
and we will be more than wanderers.
•
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Spring Outing on an Ancient Battlefield
The full moon is still
The fading moon of the past
The noisy green herbs woke the spring
Flowers of unknown name bloom
Like the sad ballads
Sung by a marrying-off maid
Stories of love and romance
Are told generation after generation
Only sometimes to be
Modified with several
Modern words
(Translated by Yan Haifeng)
•••

HAYIM ABRAMSON
(Israel)
5763 THE LIGHT
The light
waits for you
hidden
inside His garment.
Search for it
as a treasure
of divine love,
and its insight
will make you shine

The idea of a divine garment of light for the Creator, out of
which he gave the primeval light of the world, is presented in the
Babylonian Talmud, Rosh Hashanah 17b and commentators.
The light is also connected to the Holy Temple.
•
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KUJTIM MORINA
(Kuwait)
Lost Chances
They are like fruits in a tree
which I couldn't reach at the right moment.
Then time turned them yellow and dry
with lightning speed.
Lost chances.
they are piling up faster recently.
Fruits which fall in summer and winter,
in spring and autumn.
My romantic soul
is causing me many failures.
The worst thing is that I can't collect them,
all in one basket,
because happening in different times
they decay without waiting each-other,
so I miss the last chance
of an exhibition of old souvenirs.
•

The fire of friendship

Tonight
Tonight I scared the sleep not to come.
Usually it comes and takes me after dinner
like a god that releases
initially a medicine at the eyes,
later in my whole exhausted body,
until it entirely embraces me,
in its dark kingdom.
Then at night when it sees
that I am lost in my powerlessness,
it releases an instant dream,
helping me to forget it quickly.
I see that sleep is coming late tonight.
I have remained like hanging on a hook,
with legs that can't reach the ground.
I pray it to come,
to drop me at the quiet small plain
because I feel repentant for the departure.
Like the prey which after escaping from the hunter,
returns in the end,
not to let him go empty-handed.
•••

We should feed it with solid stuff.
The lively flame to stand for hours.
Then to make and remake it again.
The hands can't be warmed in the dry ashes.
If either one leaves, the fire isn’t made
until they get together, the magic fails,
It risks always to be vanished,
thus, with divine spirit is furnished.
•••
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DESPINA KONTAXIS
(Greece)

CÉCILE OUMHANI
(France)

61. (Untitled)

Tea-leaves

I started a journey
without knowing why.
My heart is left behind,
my mind goes on by itself.
I am dismembered
in the present, in the past and in the future.
How much can a human withstand?
What to follow first?
Intelligence a referee
in a struggle without end.
The terms unprecedented
the path meets the past.
That which the ancestors tell me
come and meet me in now.
Crescents fill nights and days.
Imams echo from the past.
Eavesdrop.
Paths that must meet.
My life a crossroad.
The option a lady who brought me here.
Experience an attendant in an endless journey.
Critical moments in a life
with a completely different tomorrow.
Kaleidoscope the words try
to adjust in a row.
Colors oriental investing ...
lives, experiences, decisions.
Time gives generously
and is given at the same time.
Proportions that have changed.
Values that are redefined.
Once the counting on the scale finishes
the return trip begins.
•
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(for Geetha and Corinne)
On special occasions my mother
would take out her toy kitchen set
for us to play with
filled with awe I gazed
as the tiny copper bowls and plates
rolled and tinkled
scattered all over the table
fragments from a lost world
shipped across the seas
survivors of time
stored in a cupboard
sometimes she would open her small silver box
for us to look as the bright red seeds
ran across the table
spelling the Braille of what I had yet to see
how I stared at the tea-leaves
left in the white sink
after she rinsed the tea-pot
she had taken a spoonful
of the dry shrunken leaves
only half-an-hour before
was her lost world like tea-leaves?
could rivers bring it back to life
and unfold its dormant foliage again?
I still search for the small child feet
in the embroidered velvet slippers
she kept all her life
wrapped with silk paper
in her chest of drawers
could their soles show me the way?
•
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Overlapping images
One step through a photo album
in lieu of a looking-glass
I sit in the veranda
soft breeze brushing my cheeks
ruffling the palms of the trees
gently swaying in the garden below
voices calling rickshaws passing
the slow monotonous swish
of a broom on the terrace
echoes of countless lives
depths of long-dreamt spaces
tiny green parrots dart
from one branch to another
geometers of unchartered spheres
life endlessly shaping and reshaping
threads woven and unwoven
and again
a framed black and white picture
hanging on the wall down the corridor
blurred faces reflected in the glass
mingling with past figures
eyes eagerly gazing at each other
searching through images
overlapping across time
the child in a white dress
stands beside her father
resting in a rocking-chair
I decades later
where she never thought
I would set foot
craving for traces and signs
I now have to look for
just on my own
lives hopes and desires
forever swinging in midair

CAROLINE NAZARENO-GABIS
(Philippines)
the 9th interlude
all that jazz
repeatedly playing
in all directions
flourishing pi of life
between the symphonic duo
on the summit of ‘’nine forevers’’
in a day within the days
of infinite worlds
like Olympiads
embellish
altitudes
of love-struck
interfacing
towers of joy
beyond laughters
because together
''we'' always love
always be loved
my love
my always, YOU.
•

•
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KAE MORII
(Japan)

ELIZABETH ESGUERRA CASTILLO
(Philippines)

The Stage

The Bohemian

In the Hell’s seasons
Bursting the blood plucked off a crimson rose
The air is sharpened…
Again
Falling into…
The long prologue of time
The darkness and the silence of the seats
A scenario hiding the word to be hooked
Only the dramatic monologue
As if a kaleidoscope in the frenzy of hate
Secretly picked out a piece of ice
Or glided an extra piece?
The broken symmetry of the world
As if the refrain of lines
The closed curtain to open the next action
Again
Falling into…
Just to Act III
•

a wandering soul
lost in a world of his own
a vagabond perhaps,
a kindred spirit
moving free from a world of chaos,
he dares to be different
from a sea of fools trying to fit in.
an era of madness
illusions of a perfect refuge
to a mystic like him,
ridiculed from within
the phantom outcast they label the pitiful man,
for refusing to follow the ordinary crowd
who continually mocks him.
to live like a hermit
far from the privy eyes
of men in vain,
he created a sanctuary
only he can understand,
living in unconventional ways set him apart
from the shallow-brained maddening flock.
his masterpieces can change this ill world at a glance
if only his voice is to be given a chance
no one knows his heart is full of love for mankind,
and yet almost all those he met are deaf and blind
selfish ones only thinking of what they can get,
instead of giving a piece of them
and truly experience life.
•
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The Phantom's Shadow
Through the dark night on a starless and pale moonlight
He lurks from behind, nowhere to go to
Just wandering the streets, hiding from the crowd
His sullen face masked
But beyond that scarred countenance is a dark past
That continues to haunt him down.
He may be aloof, be misunderstood by silly, shallow people
Deep down he has a gentle heart
Yet hardened by great blows he has yet to forget.
In each one of us is the phantom’s shadow
Longing for more than just empathy
We struggle so much to find our niche in this judgemental world
To be embraced by all despite our frailties, shortcomings and flaws.
Why can’t the world just leave him alone
And erase the stigma of him being different from the rest, an outcast?
Give him space to breathe, to live peacefully, have his share and prove
his worth?
Through the dark alleys, there is where he hides
Hoping his day would finally come and can break free from the chains
Like any one of us all he wishes for is to find true happiness
And all he’s asking from strangers is a little kindness
Everyone of us long to be accepted for who we are
To fit in the crowd and not be left out
How do we bring forth peace in this world
When all we do is throw stones at each other instead of living
harmoniously?
•
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LAURA R. ECKMAN
(Europe)
A World Awaits
A shelter from a chilly night.
A writer slips in and discovers another world
Removed. She longs to engage.
A shelter from a chilly night
Where men ponder the good ol’ days.
Their banter defends and wins over the girl.
A shelter from a chilly night
A writer slips into and discovers another world.
A shelter from a chilly night,
A writer slips in and discovers another world
Dimly lit around her. She sips her coffee,
A shelter from a chilly night.
People enjoy sweets, family and friends.
They gossip, they laugh about the run of the mill.
Their shelter from a chilly night
A writer slips into and discovers another world.
A shelter from a chilly night
A writer slips in and discovers another world
Barely heard. A young comrade seeks
A shelter from a chilly night.
Anxious as a ticking clock, he longs for something
Outside of what these four walls can offer.
A shelter from his chilly night
A writer slips into and discovers another world.
A shelter from a chilly night
A writer slips in and discovers another world
Familiar to her. She hesitates to enter in
That shelter from a chilly night.
It sings to her melodic lines in her native tongue.
The waiter taps to its beat. She longs for home,
A shelter from a chilly night.
A writer slips out and discovers another world.
•
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An Ode To Elizabeth At Graduation…the Last Of Five
An undaunting spirit that lies within
A restless young woman,
The last of five
Determined to be free, to be different…
To be the one who stands
And speaks her mind
When no one else will…
To take the unbeaten path
Not wondering if anyone will follow
She has often loved and lost
Only to love again
Taking the experiences of few too many years
And many left behinds…
Those hand me downs of many before her…
With many of her own verses to write
In meted out time she desires to carry
The sounds of fallen instruments
To a weary world…
They tiptoe, prance…they glide
Through the recesses of her mind
Triplets, quarters, whole, halves,
And the significant rest…
They pound within the extreme shallowlessness
Of her heart…
As she ponders their value
And the direction she is to take next
At a lyrical junction
a composition waiting to be written
They will resound in her hands as she begins to put forth…
In divine, unspoken movements
That of which she is to direct
Stroked by the Creator Himself.
•••
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STANLEY H. BARKAN
(New York)
The Breath of Life
After He had selected clay
from the four corners of the earth
and had formed the golem,
shaped its head and arms & legs,
fastened the eyes & ears,
pricked the holes for nose & mouth,
and set in the teeth and molded the lips,
He paused . . . and then
He leaped to the caves of the winds
and took out a great bag
wherein He stuffed a little of each
of the four winds—
The South Wind,
The North Wind,
The East Wind,
The West Wind—
and in one giant step
came back to that place
which would be called Ein Gedi.
And then He inhaled the mixture of the winds,
puffed up His cheeks into a great cloud,
and then, with a stormy look and thunderous shudder,
breathed the breath of life—-yetzer hara and yetzer hatov—
both bad and good inclinations into the mouth of ish, Man,
called Adam, a mergence of nefesh and neshumah
—body & spirit—a creature of dust and wind,
an experimental companion for the Creator.
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Days of Straw
Malachi wrote of
people turned to straw
who would burn
in the ovens of their fate.
These are the days of awe
—yamim noraim—
but they feel like days of straw.
Strawmen like scarecrows
we have become,
at the mercy of wind and fire.
The one blows us about,
and where we land
only the determination
of Nature or of Destiny;
the other, at a spark,
ignites and we perish
like a Roman candle,
lighting up the dark
for but a moment
and then are gone.
In these days we contemplate
our place in the scheme of things:
Where did I come from?
Where am I going?
What is the purpose of living?
Is there anything after death?
These are the eternal questions.
As Jews, during these days,
our fate is determined:
“ . . . who shall live and who shall die.”
Will our sins be forgiven?
Is there really anything there to care?
Are we only drops in the water
flowing swiftly in an unstoppable current
over the precipice into a fall to oblivion?
But, for now, we beat our breasts,
cover ourselves with symbolic ashes and sackcloth,
wrap ourselves in tallisim with tsitsis,
cast crumbs into the waters of tashlikh
and hope against hope that it all isn’t
some cruel or absurd joke—
even if it means millennia
in a Gehenna of our uncountable sins.
56
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The Faces of August
I see the faces of the boys of August,
eyes full of dreams,
hearts full of hope and joy and love,
who will never see the end of summer
or any more sunny summers.
I see the hooded beasts of August
bent on tearing the faces of the boys of August,
cunning soulless creatures who suddenly emerge
from deep black labyrinthine tunnels
explosively hidden under kindergartens.
I see the faces of the boys of August,
so happy to be alive, planning to marry,
to dance at their weddings, to play soccer,
to climb mountains, to ski slopes,
who are stopped still in their youth.
I see the fierce faces of the beasts of August,
dark with daydreams of suicide and death,
seeking to bash in the heads of babies,
to blow up buses full of the old and young,
who murder hope and joy and love.
Now in the midst of August, I see
the faces of young sweethearts,
brothers and husbands and sons,
and fathers of small children,
yearning for a carefree swim in summer.
But this August, this rocket-rained summer,
is a wild whirlwind twisting the fate
of those sweet and joyful faces,
forced far from family and home,
who may never swim or smile again.
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MIREYA ROBLES
(USA)
WE COULD CALL IT FLIGHT 202
(Chapter from the novel The Definitive Death of Peter the Long)
the bar was dark, smoky, the darkness beat at the colours of the Tiffany lamps
which set off a bombardment of colours red-ruby, yellow-yellow, greenemerald; one of the stools, tall, much taller than my legs, propped me there,
seated at the bar, in front of the Grand Manier with its orange colour and taste
of oranges and the passion of alcohol and almost protective distance in this
year which could be 1920 but which was more likely 1985, when I was
woman and I fed myself on carrots and vegetables
that sprouted stealthily from the pavements, from the windows of some
subway, from the railway tracks, from the prow of some ship; I would go out,
till an indeterminate hour, to comb for the presence of any leaf, a stalk of
celery, which I detest, something nourishing, and then the painful process
began, to inject this into my fingernails, making it vanish first, invisibilizing it,
making the carbohydrates invisible, the
chlorophyll, some protein lost in the small mound of vegetable, nourishment,
one could say, vaporised, trained, watching it travel the length of the nail until
it is lost from sight beneath the cuticles and to feel it move then, eventually, to
the flow of some current of blood; all this always took place in absolute secrecy
in the kitchen in Sunnyside, in the top-floor apartment as high as the ivy that
grew up from the ground floor to cover the brick facade complete with
windows and through which I once saw the hosts fly, the ones the ethereal
woman and I consumed; she created a temple with the music of Mozart and
Beethoven, with incense, with a few translucent, white doves which, at the
hour of meditation, transferred their movement to the music of Kitaro and
halted their flight, pausing, with their wings outstretched in that small sittingroom into which was crowded all of Lhasa, Potala, and the white clothing that
covered us, those loose, straight shirts and those wide trousers, tied at the
waist, that allowed us to form, almost perfectly, the lotus flower; in that
profound, silent silence, the wheel, that chakra, the star, which turned on its
point of light in the very center of our forehead and from this turning point we
departed to ascend to the Master although we knew that we would not yet be
allowed to meet him, we only reached Mount Abu from whose heights we
contemplated other mountains, to allow the clouds to hit us in the face with
their health, with their humid liberation, with their already free reality,
although we knew that there was more, much more, of the inaccessible heights
where density did not exist and where, for the moment, entry was denied us;
with the last note of Silk Road, we returned to our forehead, to the point of
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light energized by the meditation and then we wandered through that
apartment with wooden floors, with its brick facade hugged by the ivy in
which I once counted up to ten windows, one long passage, two bedrooms
and various other rooms; there, through that subdivided space, we wandered
with our white clothes and we told ourselves that the light resided in us; at
other times we seated ourselves, face to face, always in lotus position, and we
gave ourselves drishti, the
transmission of energy through corresponding invisible vessels: the looks we
exchanged; until energy beat against our pupils and ran across our faces,
liquid, intense, until something touched the chakra of our hearts letting us
know that it was the hour of peace, that we could wander calmly, in our white
clothes, to each of the corners of this ivy house, to each of the corners of this
house of windows, until, in the kitchen, seated at the table made of glass and
white iron, we drank jasmine tea that made us wear a mask of humid steam
and aroma, and it all lasted until the day everything began to slip away,
stealthily, out of the windows: the white clothes, the incense, the sounds of
Kitaro and everything else lined up, ready to move out; I think that maybe
everything disappeared out of the front windows surrounded by ivy, through
there, perhaps that was also where the look you kept in your eyes went, and
your forehead of light, and the smooth movement with which you used to
smile, because that was where I stood
for many months after your disappearance; it was somehow intuitive, it was a
painful magnet that was drawing me to the window on the right and that was
where I sat so still, awaiting your return with an anguish that became silence; I
saw, literally, the mechanism of the passage of time; I watched space crossed by
the rain; I watched the feeble snow, falling, freezing everything, perhaps
despite itself, drenching everything in its path; and I watched, literally, the
non-return; and I saw, literally, the moment when the windows and the doors
and the walls enclosed an empty space; and I witnessed, literally, the
moment when the other voice was only the sound of my own voice; and I saw,
literally, the moment in which the footsteps which trod the wood, were the
echo of my own footsteps and nothing more and full stop and silence and
absence, until one day it left me, with hardly any movement, almost
imperceptibly, with hardly any warning, that painful magnet that drew me to
the window, and I stopped waiting; around that time I tried some clumsy steps
on the stairway, which was more of a narrow passage descending in terraces,
and in the landing, to the left, immediately after the door to the apartment,
was the Erasmus that Holbein had painted so many years before and that
announced insistently: Piermont Morgan Library, April 21 - July 30;
Erasmus's look reaffirmed me: yes, it was the moment to begin to walk, the
moment to know that the pain deposited in the lumbar region like a sword
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slash that had also caught the right leg, was a reminder that something inside
us breaks, that we break, while it is expected of us -it's the law of the cosmos,
it's the law of the wheel of time - that we continue walking, with or without
spare parts, keeping so closely, so close to the windows on the heart, an empty
sack; Erasmus was right there, with his skew look placed there by Holbein's
hands, whose last brush stroke ended, perhaps one cold day, when the rain fell
frozen, when the snow froze everything despite itself, drenching everything in
its path; it was then that I committed myself to the descent, leaning on the
balustrade, making sure that my foot, as it descended, didn't fall into space by
mistake; on the lowest flight of stairs, a few steps away from the exit; it was
then that the sporadic search began, disorganised, dispassionate and even
alien, on the asphalt, in the windows of the train that roared in the belly of the
earth; something that I could pick up without anyone seeing that, in that
apparently so ingenuous movement of my hand, I hid my hunger,
that shame which abandonment brings, that shame brought on by the
disappearance of everything that we love, of everything that we once were, a
disappearance that leaves us incapable of finding ourselves, because that is
how it happened, returning from this haphazard march, I knew and I realized
that into that apartment, when the door opened to the circular movement of
my hand, no-one went in: my feet walked hidden in their sneakers, but they
no longer supported my interior architecture; there was no-one there nothing,
only these bunches of vegetables that I pulled up so secretly and haphazardly,
the vaporization at the table from which the steam of jasmine had disappeared
and then, to absorb all of this through my nails, but my hunger continued
unabated and the emptiness too, the empty sack, so close to my heart; and it
was then when I began to devour everything: two Italian coffeepots, one small
and the other with an eight cup capacity, the loose shelves of a bookcase
supported by three columns of bricks, a chin cupboard which was, precisely, in
the kitchen and in which we could see, behind the glass, our best loved cups,
and the bureau that you gave me, with its roll-back top; all of this in the
privacy of my own home, behind closed doors and the unexpected surprise:
my hunger persisted; haphazardly, in the art galleries on Madison Avenue, I
searched without being seen for a few roots, tubers, leaves, behind the
paintings by Francis Bacon, by Botero, the sculptures by More: everything was
clean, not a leaf; I returned to the asphalt, to the train windows, to the railings,
if only to convince myself that these life
forms, so scarce and of little variety, had ceased to exist through disinterest,
through a lack of incentive; it was then that I descended to that deepest station
and waited for the train, the subway train, the subte-sub, the below-earth
train, subterranean, and I opened my mouth so as to make it enormous,
immense, infinite, immeasurable, incalculable, and to swallow all the wagons,
the first wagon with its light to one side of its forehead and its letters, IRT,
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destination anywhere, from Manhattan to Sunnyside, from
Manhattan to wherever; my mouth opened like a universe and it began closing
little by little when faced with the promise of hunger: nothing would fill this
space; and I began swallowing that noise, just the noise, like a thin thread of
commotion that fell into my emptiness, like a bolt of lightening; the train with
its wagons and its people hanging from the straps had passed; it was a dizzy
and inaccessible passage, it was a noisy, dehumanized speed; I shrugged,
climbed the stairs, left through the mouth of the tunnel;
the afternoon was cold, very cold, and I, wearing an expression of
ingenuousness and innocence so that nobody would notice my
abandonment; and I told myself confidently, with certainty, that the search
had lasted one year and four months and that everything was the same: the
empty sack stuck so closely to my heart, the emptiness of my soul that had
decided to move into all the space between my throat and my stomach; I
walked along a few streets that were familiar and, at the same time, unknown;
the afternoon was cold and this turned into the cold of night; I pushed open
the door to the bar and everything stayed behind; the line of stools was still
there, parallel to the bar counter; at my side, on the left, one, two, three, four
empty stools; on the fifth, a woman almost doubled over the counter, her hand
hugging a tall glass that seemed to contain gin; she turned to look at me and I
recognised her: she had taken part, just as I had, in some of those pseudo
literary meetings in which a group of us -always the same people- read our
poetry to the other group that was also always the same; I knew her name and
I knew it well, but the only thing that came to mind was the nickname,
Skinny, that appeared as if new, in that precise moment, or perhaps it came to
me like the remainder of a memory that we can't always place; she
straightened her tensed shoulders as much as she was able, moved slightly
away from the bar; her movement, a mixture of slow self-confidence and
helplessness: I have been waiting for you for eight years, I heard her say, yes,
eight years of carrying around this obsession, until I couldn't bear it any
more and I went to see you in the hospital and there I convinced myself, when
I spoke to you for so many hours about unrelated things, about things that had
nothing to do with this moment right now that had to arrive, we spoke about
the hole that they had opened in your back, your lumbar disk, that you
mentioned so biologically, and I spoke endlessly about my divorce, about my
upcoming divorce, and I filled the room with all that had nothing to do with
what I wanted to say to you; her voice was strange, extremely strange, almost
nasal, and as if, on the way out of her throat, it received hard blows, hammer
blows, followed by a thrust of the tongue; her body, bent over like Picasso's
ironing woman; she took my hand, we walked to the taxi rank despite my
protest that I would be leaving to take up the invitation that arrived for me in a
notice in the New York Times: "in a far away country we need somebody with
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your qualifications," qualifications that I had never cared about, but which in
this particular case placed me at the head of all those invited; I ended up letting
myself be led by the hand, following her strange voice: these months with me
will help you not to feel alone when you leave, they will help me not to feel
alone when I stay behind; we took a taxi which took us to Astoria; the
apartment was on the ground floor, light and welcoming, sprinkled with the
voice of th magic child, with her absolute charm, with her incredible wisdom
and whom I would hear, so many times, weeks later, ask from the bath:
Mommy, Mommy, and this silence? are you getting married?; this definitive
visit started us on the habit of touring the city, of walking through it
sometimes with the child between the two of us, each of her hands held tightly
by ours, and we would walk around the Village; at other times we went on
adventures without the little girl, these included a visit to the Jacques Marchais
Center for Tibetan Art on Staten Island where we watched a performance by
the Yueh Lung Shadow Theatre with several plays: "The Two Friends," "The
Crane and the Tortoise," "The Mountain of Firey Tongues;" the South Street
Seaport with its cobbled streets and strong smell of the Fulton Fish Market; to
cross the Brooklyn Bridge, to go to the Kabuki, to some Manhattan museum
or to arm ourselves with blankets, books and snacks and to spend hours in
Central Park, always looking for the corner where the Black singer would
stand, a busker that sang nostalgic songs in French, accompanying himself
with his guitar; the sunny days at the end of March bringing with them
happiness in their maelstrom of walks, dinners in different restaurants, a
movie and, upon our return, that magic child with her stories and her fabulous
imagination, and I too with my stories and the tales that I read aloud to her
and the programmes on television that we discussed with such seriousness and
all the charm and the joy of that small enchantress until she was finally
overcome with sleep and it was time to put her to bed in her tiny bed
surrounded by toys, and the night then jumped to a cup of camomile, to a
Lady Godiva chocolate, to the smoke of incense, to the music of Kitaro that,
once again, provided the background; the room in the corner, the light from
the street lamps, the noise of an occasional car, all filtering into the room,
filtering into the woman's leanness, adding itself to her tenderness, to her wild
love, watching her riding the night that made her almost beautiful, almost so
beautiful, nearly beautiful; her homely body became poetry, as did the breadth
of my body, -sculptural as you said,- until sunrise surprised us; one unexpected
day, perhaps, forgetfulness began to call on you, the forgetfulness that our
eternal pact would last exactly, approximately, nearly, a few months; a
forgetfulness that began to watch my every step, my walk, my voice, the
direction of my pupils; this forgetfulness stretched to your hands, into your
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hands, from your hands to grab hold of me; in order to grow in the very
corners where your generosity, like that of a lean panther that prowls at night,
grew, and I never spoke, I was unable to do so, of my tenderness, when you
reclaimed me with the violence of a Parisian Tango, in your passionate and
gratuitous jealous scenes, because I knew, knew perfectly and knew well, that
from your pile of bones, today, there shouted your childhood of nine years, the
exact point at which the militiamen made your mother disappear in order to
hide her in a prison for five years, the exact point at which they made your
father disappear to hide him in another prison, for ten years; and you were left
on your own, wandering from house to house, wandering from unlove to
unlove, wandering from abandonment to abandonment, in Santiago, old
capital of the Oriente Province, where you paid the price for being the
daughter of parents baptised with the name of counterrevolutionaries; and I
watched as your panther skin literally stretched, glowing in the dark; I saw,
literally, that your pain stretched like the long skin of a leopard; I saw, literally,
when you would coil around me, for me, towards me, in tears, in pain, in
tenderness, in forgetfulness of a pact on fragmented time, to keep me
company, remember? to keep you company; so that I wouldn't feel alone
when I left, remember? so that you wouldn't feel alone when you stayed
behind; it all happened one morning, very early; you were in the sitting-room,
framed in the centre of a doorway and a moan began to emanate from you
which turned into water, currents of water, violent water, whirling water that
filled everything, that pulled at everything, that flowed through the angle
formed by your legs, through the open space of your arms, through your
immobile body, always framed in the doorway; until the flow of water became
hurt, docile, still, and you became sun; everything dried out, in a cleansed
quietness; we left for the airport and you watched me disappear at the sound of
the voice: flight SAA 202 to Johannesburg; it was July then, the twelfth
thereof.
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PHILO MALIZE KING
(Nigeria)
ESSAY: RETHINKING THE ORDINARY AND RELIGIOUS MINDS
What is wrong with the world? We often ask. I will tell you: The world- this
age loves the Ordinary. It is not the age of enlightenment but of
entertainment, presentiment and empty miracles. Knacks men roam the
earth. The beautiful ones have been born but have painted themselves into
oblivion. We are left with fainted colours, parches, broken faces and the worst,
pocket preachers. We look to the ceiling, but are greeted by silence, caused by
these preachers. So I pray for the Despairers of life.
The Ordinary, constantly a shadow ghost. He loses and cast...bound and
tires...and removes into abyss of nothingness. Aaaw! When will you stop
changing nothing? When will you drop that cross and take up your rock? I see
you devilish boy casting out demons; super-hero doing things in a sub-way.
And that look of amazement and then confusion. I heard today promise
paradise yesterday. The hell people loved him and gave him a crown. He grips
the net, like a dog to a bone, feeding them broken fishes, and they wrote his
name on their palm. Look, he scribes on water for his descendent. They will
come to remember nothing of this nothingness.
We are the Ordinary! Ordinary: The Man that breaks bread for supper and
then buries his dreams in a sepulchre, we are the metaphor for Sisyphus,
enjoying the bland barrenness of a Busy life. We are the preacher's tithe
spiritual schedules that leaves no loose ends; the miracle that demands your
ten percent (10%) while the neighbour sleeps with a singing tummy. We are
that tacenda that agrees to leave the fence as high as a prison wall, if we agree to
be our brother's keeper; we are the vile individual that profits from the chaos
and blood bath, then funds the stupidity and cries murder at the nine o'clock
news. Someone should have told Nietzsche that when he accused us of killing
God, we began to strive to prove him right.
Hear me mortal man! Man is a tamed beast- tamed only by self and self alone.
What taming have you done? Man has built idols and idols in his heart. Man
has written a new poetry in his very soul and his lips recites in silent and often
in the dark; painted every window and door of this cathedral, least any devil
finds its way to heavens. Often his mourning in tongues, his ratah tah blah
blah blah are like the cries of dogs in the dead of the night; sounds after a legion
of ghost. Is it the ghost of God that torments you? For in your pocket and
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locker remains the relief of humanity. They have given their all and are left
with nothing but their all. They only sow and heal on hills where no soul will
see them. Hypocrite! Oh! God is dead. We are the unrepentant murderers, and
from our pen, the blood cries in loud silence. We are the Ordinary- modern
man that lacks the ability to sit in one’s head; to listen to ones thoughts; to lose
oneself only to be found in the other; to despair existentially, only to be sang as
a lover of life.
The problem is the Ordinary. The Ordinary is man; modern man and his idea
of God and religion. Thus I ask, man, where are you going? Where is your eyes
lifted to? Unto God but shut on God. The skin glitters of oil while the foot rots
of ill; of neglect. As Harper Lee puts it, 'there are just some kinds of men
who're so busy worrying about the next world they've never learned to live in
this one, and you can look down the street and see the result'. Man is the
Achilles heel; the gravestone of dreams; the devilish boy casting out demons.
And this road to nihilism will persist, until man overcomes himself; until
humanism defines religion.
Faith without work is hypocricy. Faith and work is not just religion, but
humanism. And 'religion' without humanism and vice verse is nihilism.
Genuine religion is thus, the Other cum Self-mastering, put simply,
Christian/theistic humanism. As Suhard Emmanuel puts it, 'the feature that
saves Christian humanism (that is, theistic humanism inclusive of all religion)
and differentiates it from atheistic humanism is the object which we try to
direct it. In atheistic humanism everything is made for man and stops at man;
the Christian is asked not to destroy or belittle the world but to assume it and
sanctify it in order to offer it as homage to God'. However 'the thing that now
sets us apart is not that we are unable to find God, either in history, or in
nature, or behind nature, but that we regard what has been honoured as God,
not as divine but as pitiable, as absurd, as injurious; not as a mere error, but as a
crime against life… we deny that God is God… if anyone were to show us this
Christian God, we’d be still less inclined to believe in him'. The Ordinary has
built a lonely heaven, his fellow man, hell. He has created God and thus, lost
him. He lives with God, but remains an atheist.
Paul, according to Nietszsche 'simply have shifted the centre of gravity of that
whole life to a place behind this existence– in the lie of the ‘risen’ Jesus. At
bottom, he had no use for the life of the saviour– what he needed was the death
on the cross, and something more'. Two errors emerge from this; firstly, we no
longer possess the meaning of God. We have failed to keep the notion of God
sufficiently high and sufficiently pure. Often, the meanings of man have
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eclipse in us the meaning of God, and other times, the meaning of God have
eclipse the meanings and values of man and the world. Thus our religion, and
even our psychology, morality and philosophy is nihilistic. Secondly, we are
not very much concern with the life of Christ; how he lived, interacted with
his fellow human beings, with nature and with God. Rather we are more
concern with the life-after he promised. The problem raises the whole
question of humanism cum existentialism as well as the whole question of
God and genuine religion. How much room does the meaning of God leave
for the meaning of man? What rights does the kingdom of God leave for the
city of man? We cannot claim right to any kingdom beyond here if we are not
masters of our lives here– if we are not humanist. The problem shows itself
vividly in our attitude of existential helplessness, indifference to our fellow
human concern and a hypocritical belief in God; a belief that makes God and
sometimes the ‘devil’ the engineer of the results of our lack of empathy,
nonchalance, stupidity and laziness. Kershnar have argued that 'if God set up
a system whereby persons who reject him end up suffering, then he has in
some sense caused their suffering'. Christian or theistic humanism thus
emphasizes, that we should know our place as man and our role as co-creators
and masters of the earth. But knowing our place is not even enough, we must
embrace the Transcendence; we must transcend our own needs to that of the
Other, to God.
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ZOSE EMANUEL COELHO VIEIRA
(Portugal)
Antaeus, the Traveller
“But I am, and will always be, the one of the mansard”, and that’s how defined
himself a famous retired naval engineer, and so we can also mention the brief
and intense passing of Antaeus by this world. Not the one killed by Hercules,
but the other, the Traveller. The one who wanted to be more than myth. The
one who wanted to exist beyond these papers.
Antaeus was a seated helper of the travelling salesmen from “Douradores”
street. He hasn’t met Bernardo Soares, since he never believed in literature.
“Literature is the most agreeable way of ignoring life”, and Antaeus believed
that the reality movement was the key to all the problems.
Young and a dreamer, he knew the most exotic places of the world, through
the traveling salesmen, who brought spices from the distant and scented
Indies. “Travel, losing countries”- was a synthesis for Antaeus, even if the other
way around, as a life to be lived.
Travel, forgetting pasts.
He knew the hidden places of the Galápagos Islands and of the Ivory Coast, he
listened as a pilgrim the talking moustaches of those gentlemen whom came
from Alexandria and Isfaham and brought pearls that no Apollo could ever
offer to Daphne, the one of the olive trees. And the one of fear.
Love is the escape of ourselves.
Antaeus wanted to travel and to know all the places he visited through words
and readings, immense, of maps and imaginary cartographies, from within.
“Any sunset is the sunset; one doesn't have to go to Constantinople to see it.”,
but Constantinople is the birth of an entire life, whom our traveller longs as
his. Yes, we lied in the beginning. As we could lie in the end. We are truths on
paper. We’re lies in reality. “The purpose of life’s strategy isn’t the construction
of identity, but the prevention of fixation”, said that famous polish person,
known by the pipe in his mouth. But Antaeus, the seated travelling salesman,
has not left the city that Ulysses’, for not existing, visited and founded.
(And Ulysses didn’t leave either Lisbon or Dublin. Who is Ulysses, if not all
humanity?)
And that saddened Antaeus, who knows that myths are possible explanations
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in a world surrounded by the impossible literacies of the flesh and blood. Love
is the holy thing of humanity, could have said that subject of the Cross who
claimed naïve, but yet, ultimate promises of redemption. Marguerite, not the
one of Camellia’s, but the one who read Ovidius in her free time, loved
Antaeus with such platonic force and beyond classifications that came from
the Latin and Saxon grammar. She loved the northern myths that brought
light to her every mornings in her sad orphanage. Antaeus believed in the
force of life and movement. Marguerite believed in the force of those myths
that sung of the loving deeds by Tristan and Isolde. Both believed in
something they could never have. Antaeus had no legs. Marguerite was a
prostitute.
Antaeus didn’t belive in myths. “A myth is nothing that is everything”, but the
one who wrote these words had a lot of dreams and sensations, said Antaeus.
And I who have no sensation of walking, of feeling the land and the universal
indifference of this world and another. Myths are but fears in the shape and
form of stories, he continued. I have my stones and my constant and eternal
climbs, said the Traveller. I describe myself, lying to myself, because I use the
myth to find myself. The more we find about ourselves the more we lose
ourselves.
Antaeus was lost. Until one day everything changed.
Marguerite.

They embraced each other on a day of sun and lilies. She wore smiles and a
white dress. Him a tie and dreams. Both went to live in a white house of light
and without walls. If Antaeus, of the myth, had been beaten by Hercules,
when the latter found out his weakness was to lack contact with the earth, his
mother, Antaeus, of these pages, early understood that it’s necessary to never
forget, unlike the most cruel man of the world of Literature, William
Shakespeare, we are made from the same stuff that makes reality. Love.
Love is the holy thing of mankind.
Antaeus will never lose another battle. Many Hercules have come, but none of
them, as much they could hold Antaeus in their arms, could bare the strength
of Marguerite, who carried him everywhere, in all his stories. Antaeus, the
Traveller, won and torn off the pages of myth. Love was victory. A love that
crashed on redemption that were the arms of Marguerite. Who read Ovidius.
Few knew Antaeus and Marguerite.
Many less will believe this story.
Both exist somewhere in these words.
The biggest fear is this: when this sentence ends, Antaeus the one of the
mansard, Marguerite’s man, the Wagnerite mythophilliac, will forever
disappear.

There was a night when, Antaeus wandered, as much he could wander,
through the backstreets of Lisbon at gas and star hour. Almost static
wandering. Marguerite, leaned to a corner. Antaeus gazing at her with
geophagic eyes. Marguerite seduced him with her long fiery hair. She was the
grandchild of Saint Juliet of Bavaria and of Romeo, the duke of fire, an avid
reader of Heraclitus, according to a bearded philosopher with glasses.
Her red hair set fire to absent space that were Antaeus’ legs. In that emptiness a
love was born.
Love is the holy thing of mankind.
Marguerite left her life of corner dwelling and dedicated herself to Antaeus,
and to Ovidius. “You can’t serve two masters”. But Marguerite was beyond any
theomythological debate. Marguerite, the reader of Ovidius, the prostitute
who listened to Wagner and delighted herself with the love story of Tristan and
Isolde, she loved like those that love much and know how to love. Truly.
Love is the holy thing of mankind.
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